ESP

Streamlining Omnibus Data Collection
GlobeTax’s ESP platform streamlines and standardizes withholding tax relief and recovery processes
throughout the custody chain, helping financial institutions improve efficiency, reduce risk, and deliver best-inclass customer service.

ESP and the Asset Servicing Ecosystem
Withholding tax relief and recovery depends on efficient solicitation and transmission of data and
documentation to substantiate eligibility of segregated and omnibus account holders. Historically, this process
was cumbersome for all involved – Depositaries, DTCC Participants, DTCC, shareholders, local agents and
tax authorities. Participation requirements were unclear, forms were handwritten, and data was submitted in
multiple formats. It was time-consuming and risky to manually enter and reformat data, and introduced the
possibility of under or over-paying withholding tax.
In 2009, GlobeTax launched ESP to solve this issue. The centralized tax processing utility facilitates relief at
source, quick refund, and standard reclaim for depositary receipts, Spanish debt instruments, and direct-listed
securities held at DTCC.
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The ESP Process
Important Notice
Distribution:
Transparent Rules
and Requirements

ESP gathers requirements from local agents and publishes Important
Notices to communicate rules, rates, and processes for each income
event

Claim Submission
via ESP Portal:
Consistent Data and
Documentation

ESP provides a platform for DTC Participants to bulk upload
client data and receive pre-populated, machine-readable
documents

Validation and Error
Collection:
Built-In Proof and
Control

ESP robustly validates data to prevent duplicate
filings and ensure claims do not exceed settled
record date positions

Batch Submission
to Local Custodians:
Automated Messaging

ESP triggers election results via MT
565 messages, eliminating costly
manual errors

Payment Reconciliation
and Audit Support:
Avoid Under or
Overpayment

GlobeTax.com

ESP distributes FX-adjusted
payment mapping files and
stores historical records to
streamline audits
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